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Nov 30, 2016 - Children's Book: C is for Ciao: An Italy Alphabet - Help your kids discover the world with this book (and more)! - KidsTravelBooks. Discover the world of Italy through the alphabet. Let 26 letters guide your journey through the history, people, and treasures of this country. Find this Pin and more on Books for kids by Ann | Kids' Travel Books. Tags: Leonardo Da Vinci Renaissance. See details and exclusions - C is for Ciao: An Italy Alphabet (Discover the World). Buy it now. Add to basket. Mini Christmas Sticker Activity Book A6. 4.6 out of 5 stars based on 14 product ratings(14). £1.75 New. Learn the Italian Alphabet from A to Z! Learning to speak a new language is exciting; learning to write a new language is even more exciting! It will open new worlds for you. So, dig into these tips and advice for learning how to master the Italian alphabet easily - at ItalianPod101 we make it easy, fun and relevant for you! Starting anything from scratch can be challenging, especially if you learn how to write in a language completely different from your own. Students who take on Italian as a second language are always pleased to discover that Italian is for the most part a phonetic language. This means that Italian words are read and sound exactly how they appear in writing. This makes pronunciation and spelling in Italian letters much easier to learn than with some other languages.